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Stylised facts (1): limited regional innovation 
if R&D is not coupled by Human Capital
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Stylised facts (2): human capital-innovation 
nexus weaker in the periphery
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• R&D and Human Capital are highly 
complementary: stronger impact of R&D in 
Human Capital-rich regions;

• R&D maximizes its
effect on innovation when it ranges between 2% 
and 3% of regional GDP;

• Positive impact of Human Capital only when 
share of regional population with tertiary 
education is above 20%;

• In peripheral regions: 
– R&D not significant driver for innovation;
– Human Capital exerts some influence but weaker 

than in the ‘core’

Stylised facts (3): summary



Human Capital is key to economic 
performance in the periphery of Europe 
BUT its returns are lower than in core 
regions.
How can regional and human capital How can regional and human capital 
policies help?policies help?
…… let me discuss a practical  let me discuss a practical  
exampleexample

Key Question



An example: Master and Back
• Focus on the impact of a mobility grant scheme 

funded by the European Social Fund in 
Sardinia (ex-Objective 1 region in the Italian 
Mezzogiorno). 

• The Master & Back scheme aims to foster 
regional human capital and increase the 
employability of local graduates by covering the 
cost of post-graduate studies in other regions or 
countries. 

• Launched in 2005 more than 200 million Euros 
have been spent so far;



• Crescenzi, Gagliardi and Orru (2014) look 
at the quality of job matching following 
the completion of the program. 

• The analysis looks at vertical matching 
and horizontal matching. 
– Vertical matching: formal level of education 

required in the job description/specifications  
corresponds to the actual formal qualification 
of the worker;

– Horizontal matching between actual skills 
and those practically required by current job 
tasks. 

Evidence from ongoing 
research (1)



Results: Vertical Job Matching



Results: Horizontal Job Matching



Some positive effect of M&B mobility grants 
on both vertical and horizontal skills matching

HOWEVER
After appropriately controlling for the 
(self)selection into the programme:

•Effect not significant;
•No effect neither for beneficiaries working in 
Sardinia nor for those who remain / move 
elsewhere.

Evidence from ongoing 
research (2)
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Some tentative conclusions
• Human Capital in peripheral regions deserves 

special attention;
• Brain drain and skill-mismatch are key 

problems;
• Regional and human capital policies should be 

closely coordinated;
• Learning mobility schemes are promising tools;
• Selection mechanisms of the beneficiaries need 

to be carefully designed in order to broaden 
participation among groups and categories that 
would otherwise not be involved;

• Supply-side labour market policies cannot be 
decoupled from appropriate demand side 
policies in lagging regions. 
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For more ongoing research visit my Website:
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